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Abstract-The idea that there are two 'transition' boiling curves accessible to a given liquid boiling on a given 
surface, is advanced. A variety of saturated, subcooled, pool, and flow boiling data are shown to be consistent 
with, and explainable in terms of, the idea. Some of the data are hitherto unpublished results. The two boiling 
curves are extensions of the nucleate and film boiling curves, and they are related to nucleate and film boiling 

phenomenologically. 

NOMENCLATURE 

specific heat at constant pressure; 
latent heat of vaporization; 

Jakob number, PrCp(Tliquid - Tsa,)JPghrg; 
j, probability of nucleation in a molecular 

collision ; 
T, temperature; 
I'lT, Tw - T sa,; 

q, heat flux. 

Subscripts 

w, wall; 
sat, saturation; 
hn, homogeneous nucleation; 
liquid, liquid bulk; 
max, peak nucleate boiling q ; 
min, minimum film boiling q. 

INTRODUCTION 

TRADITION has it that the heat flux, q, is a single valued 
function of the liquid superheat, I'l T , during boiling
particularly during saturated pool boiling. However, a 
great accumulation of evidence forces us to the con
viction that there are two boiling curves that typically 
relate to one another as shown in Fig. 1. These curves 
change in different ways as system variables are 
altered. Together they form the various continuous 
represen tations that have been advanced as 'the boiling 
curve' . 

Nukiyama's independent q experiments [IJ re 
quired that he terminate his nucleate and film boiling 
curves at the extreme heat fluxes , qm., and qmin' He 
speculated that these extrema would be connected by a 
single line element if I'lT could be varied indepen
dently. Three years later, Drew and Mueller [2J 
obtained a few data that suggested Nukiyama was 
correct, and the notion of a single boiling curve was 
solidified. 

The objective of this paper is to show how the 
massive intervening accumulation of data suggests that 
there are, in fact, two q vs I'l T relationships available to 

a given boiled liquid on a given surface . We shall also 
show how the two curves serve to explain some of the 
seemingly anomalous behavior we have witnessed in 
the past. 

THE TWO- URVE PH YSICAL MODEL 

We first present our conceptual model without 
rationalization or justification. We then otTer the 
evidence for the model. 

The two curves in Fig. 1 are simply labeled nucleate 

andfilm boiling. As the heat flux is increased, in the 
conventional nucleate boiling regime, to a value be
yond the hydrodynamic peak, qm." the collapse of the 
vapor escape path will be catastrophic. On the other 
hand, if I'l T is increased independently, the vapor 

removal path is observed to change in a continuous 
manner. Therefore the 'jets-and-columns' mechanism 
should not disappear all at once. 

There will instead be an increase in the number of 
nucleation sites and an increased tendency to separate 
the liquid from the surface, just beyond the peak of the 
curve. As the surface grows hotter, the duration of 
liquid contact will be reduced. When liquid moves into 

a dry patch, heavy nucleation will tend to blow it away 
quickly. The hydrodynamic 'jets-and-columns' me
chanism is still admissible because the vapor pro
duction is below the critical value, but the disruptive 
situation at the surface leads more and more to 
oscillating liquid contact-to batchwise explosions of 
vapor into the liquid bulk. 

The film boiling curve is also extended (to the left) 
beyond its conventional hydrodynamic limit. The 

minimum heat flux in this curve, qmin' is the value at 
which vapor is no longer generated rapidly enough to 
keep the film from falling into the heater. When q is 
varied independen tly and reduced below qmin' film 
boiling collapses catastrophically into nucleate boil 
ing. Bu t when I'l Tis independen tly reduced beyond the 
minimum, change is almost imperceptible as long as 
the system continues to change along the film boiling 
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FIG. 1. The two boiling curves. The 'transition region' denotes all states between the local maximum and the 
local minimum-wherever they occur. 

curve. There is some liq uid-solid contact to the left of 
the minimum, and even the slightest contact will lead 
to substantial increases in the rate of the generation of 
vapor. Thus q begins to rise. The basic film boiling 
process is preserved in this region; however, it is 
increasingly augmented by instances of liquid-solid 
contact. 

The reader will note that we have not used the term 
' transi tion boiling', and we suggest that region ough t 
to be viewed as an ex tension of either film boiling or 
nucleate boiling. Drew and Mueller simply identified 
the region as a part of the film boiling regime and did 
not use the word 'transition ' . Later such terms as 
'partial' or 'unstable ' film boiling were first introduced, 
and then dropped, in favor of the term 'transition' tha t 
did not commit anyone to a hypothetical mechanism. 
For the sake of clarity we shall speak of transitional 
nucleate, and transitional film boiling to distinguish 
the two curves. 

We now turn our attention to two aspects of 
verification of the mechanism: Observations of the two 
mechanisms, and demonstration of ways in which 
given systems elect one or the other of the two 
processes. 

SOME OBSERVATIONS IN SATU RATED 
POOL BOIU G 

The classical photos of transition boiling on tubes 
given us by Westwa ter and Santangelo [3J have been 
widely reproduced. They are interesting because they 
clearly display both mechanisms in the transition 
region. Their Fig. 5, showing high-q 'transition' boiling 
at tlT only a little beyond the peak, reveals a vapor 
removal mechanism that clearly consists ofjets such as 
those that collapse when q:> qmax' Their Fig. 7, 
showing low-q ' transition' boiling, at!:lT about 3/4 of 
the value giving qmin' is indistinguishable from film 
boiling. They also provide a photograph for a state 
between these two pictures. It shows a completely 
blanketed, but very ragged, surface in what could be 
film boiling with a lot of local con tact. The problem 

with these photographs is that they can only approxi
mately be related to a boiling curve for lack of actual 
surface temperature data. 

We turn next to Berenson's 'infinite' flat plate data 
[4J, which include surface temperature data and 
represen t very close con trol of a variety of surface 
conditions. Figure 2 shows data for six of Berenson's 
surfaces on linear q vs !:lT coordinates. 

Berenson 's system for regulating!:l T independently 
had an important weakness that was brought to light 
in other systems by Stefan and Kovlev and by Grass
man and Ziegler during thela_tter 1960s (see discussion 
by Hesse [5J). Berenson heated the lower side of a 
copper block, which was heavily finned, with condens
ing steam. He boiled more volatile fluids on the 
top of the block. The block placed a thermal resis
tance equal to (block thickness/conductivity) = 

0.OOO860ft 2 hOF Btu-I, o r 0.0001514 m2 °C W-l, be
tween the condensing steam and the surface. Accord
ingly, if the line: 

(Tcond stm - T ,a.) - !:IT 
(1)q = 0.00086 

expressed in the units of Btu, ft , h, and OF, should 
happen to intersect the boiling curve in more than one 
poin t, then on ly one poin t can be reached in an 
experiment. If the system is initially in film boiling, 
then reduction of the condensing steam temperature 
will only allow one to observe the lowest curve that can 
be reached along a line of negative slope equal to 
(conductivityJblock thickness). If one starts with the 
system in nucleate boiling then he can only reach the 
highest curve that such a line intersects. 

Figure 2 shows three cases (Berenson's Runs No.2, 3 
and 4) where certain sta tes are inaccessible, and one 
more case (Run N o. 25) where some states might have 
been inaccessible. Runs No.2, 3 and 4 do not reveal 
anything about the existence of the two 'transition' 
boiling curves hypothesis although they dramatize a 
basic limitation of Berenson 's system. The reader 
should note that we avoid Berenson's use of logarith
mic coordinates in reproducing these results. 
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FIG. 2. Berenson's boiting runs for n-pentane on copper. Solid lines are our [aired curves. Dotted lin~s are our 
extrapolations. Dashed lines are for equation (l). 
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Run No.5 (which is plotted from Berenson's data 
tables, as are all of these curves) reveals five data points 
that were omitted or misplotted in his figures. When 
we include these points, the two boiling curves are 
clearly revealed. The data in Run No.7 appear to lie on 
a single curve; however, they show a slight misalign
men t near the minimum. Berenson reports uncertain
ties of only 200- 1000 Btu ft- 2 hOF in all of his careful 
measurements and his data align within this un
certainty in most cases. Thus such misalignment could 
reveal a separation between two distinct neighboring 
curves. Runs No. 8 and 9 provide independen t obser
vations that reveal somewhat greater misalignment, 
hence we believe that two 'transition' curves are 
revealed in these cases. 

Berenson was puzzled by discontinuous changes ofq 
in the transition curve for dirty, oxidized surfaces. He 
isola ted the effects of clean liness and oxidation by 
running a test , Run N o. 22, with an oxidized surface 
that had been cleaned immediately before testing. He 
compared Run No. 22 to Runs 0 . 16,17 and 23, all of 
which were for clean, unoxidized surfaces and saw no 
effect 6f oxidation on the boiling curve. Berenson 
concluded that oxide does not affect the boiling curve 
as long as the oxide thickness is thin enough that the 
thermal characteristics of the surface are those of the 
pure base metal. This was the case for his experiments. 

Finally, Run No. 25 is particularly revealing. Beren

son added a few drops of oleic acid (a wetting agent) 
to the liquid from time to time. It would boil off and 
more would be required. Two points in Run No. 25 
were obtained immediately after the oleic acid was 
added and they fall distinctly high--in what must have 
been transitional nucleate boiling. Two data lay far 
below, on what we believe was the transitional film 
boiling curve. 

The importance of Run No. 25 is, as Berenson noted, 
that it brings to light the great sensitivity of q to 
wetting, in the transitional region. Indeed, we see that 
the upper or nucleate boiling curve can only be 
sustained in the transitional region when the surface is 
dirty or when there is a surfactant in the liquid. 
Berenson argued that wetting lifted the transition 
boiling curve. We believe that the mechanism of boiling 
on the upper curve is transitional nucleate boiling 
which can on ly occur when there is wetting. 

Figure 3 shows how the photos suggest that wetting 
action is responsible for selecting one or the other of 
the curves. In a really clean pentane-copper system 
the contact angle is a small positive value, but in an 
unclean system Berenson found that it would go to 
zero, so that wetting had to accompany contact. In this 
connection, Lien hard's [6J original photographs of the 
' transition' boiling of acetone on an oxidized copper 
cylinder clearly reveal upper boiling curve behavior. 

Sakurai and Shiotsu [7J followed up on a feedback 
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Contact without wetting (the liquid 
momentarily "kisses" the hot surface,) 

Contact with welling (conlact leads 10 intense 
nucleation and eruptive vapor production) 

FlO, 3. Transitional boiling in the film region (above) and in 
the nucleate region (below). 

control strategy invented by Peterson and ZaaJouk [8J 
for transition Their data 

4) reveal a behavior in the transition 
They indicate that the upper 'transitional' 

boiling curve with the mechanism that we 
have described as transitional nucleate 
also indicate that, at point B in 4, boiling suddenly 
breaks into of non transitional nucleate and 
non transitional film that coexist on the wire, 

We believe tha t poin t B is the poin t of in tersection of 
the two 'transitional' boiling curves, Thus when L\, T is 
reduced from a three possible situations 
can exist at the return to point B: a mixture of two 
boiling or pure transitional film boiling, Of 

pure transitional nucleate Sakurai and Shiotsu 
do not say what the character of boiling is as L\, T is 
reduced below the value at point B, However it must be 
one of two 

A mixture of two boiling modes that both 
converge on A, or 

A single boiling mode that would converge on 
point A. 
Either situation would that a second tran
sitional curve exist. This curve is the tran
sitional film boiling curve, 

FACTORS DETERMINING THE SELECTION OF 
A TRA:-ISlll0NAL BOILING MODE 

The preceding remarks are restricted to boiling 
in saturated or near-saturated In subcooled 
external flow-boiling configurations we observe that 
the transitional film and transitional nucleate boiling 
curves are much further from one another, 
We shall see that such situations dramatize the two 
curve idea and they raise the problem of selection of 
one curve or the other as a issue, 

Some transient 
Quenching yield boiling curves in 

which the surface temperature is the independent 
variable, All of boiling are accessible to this 

A natural selection 
of either the upper (transitional nucleate) curve or the 
lower (transitional film) curve thus results, as a body is 

Observations from reveal 
jumps from one curve to the other. Stevens [9] 
provided very complete motion picture 
records for quenches of silver 
at 1.52 m s - , in water at various temperatures, These 
records made it possible to identify the actual tran
sition boiling behavior reproducibly. Stevens observed 
what he called the forced con
vection on a silver m
stantaneous collapse 
cooled, Stevens also identified what he called 
boiling' in some cases, His photographs 
showed a transition to nucleate that 

at the forward point and moved 
around the in a fraction of a second as cooling 

oc(~eded, As the transition ring there re
mained a smoother-looking interface on the down
stream surface of the 

The coexistence of different boiling regimes that 
occur in certain instances suggest akin to 
Shiotsu and Sakurai's observations, How
ever, these coexistences were only observed in some 

observed I'lT behavior with 10·C ,ubcooling in 
the liquid 

liT rising 
_~.,_"'_ tiT fOiling

tranSitional nucleate 
boiling region 

A 

either mixture of transitional film balling and nucleate 
boil1ng or pure transitional film boiling 

_________~~__ 

o 
o 50 100 150 

of nontronsitionai nucleate, and 
film balling 

conjecture as 10 locotion of 

,~~~~~~~tr~u~e~film.~b~~il=in=g~c=u=rv~e__~ 

200 

FIG. 4, Sakurai's and Shiotsu's hysteresis loop, 
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FIG. 5. Temperature-time trace for a 9.04 mm dia. silver 
sphere cooling in water. 

cases. Let us consider some additional measurements. 
5 and 6 show 

with a at its center. 
additional movies were obtained 
author in the same apparatus as that used at the 

of 

27"C water, but the thermal 
system re-

FIG. 6. Temperature-time trace for 9.04 mm dia. silver 
sphere cooling in 99cC water 

o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 

FIG 7. Heat flux for saturated water at 1 atm. in pool boilmg 
from a 9.04 mm silver sphere. 

and [11] have measured transient 
heat transfer from a 2.54 em dia. copper 

and methanol. Their tempera-
resemble those 

8, which shows their subcooled 
shifts in heat flux 

at or near the apparent minimum heat followed 
by the maximum flux at a lower temperature. 

the 
nucleate transitional boiling heat flux and the 
curve to the portion of that curve subtends 
surface temperatures far in excess of the 

nucleation temperature, T hn' 

of the curve becomes inaccessible 
since contact becomes 

Lienhard and 13J have shown that the 
line and the absolute limit of 

nucleation are the same in a liquid. This limit 
of nucleation per mole-

IOJ~-.--~-~,--'--'--,--~r-,--,-'r-, 
8 

6 

] 4 

2 

FIG. 8, Heat flux for saturated methanol at atm. in pool 
boiling from 2.54 em dia. copper sphere 
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a~isymmetrlc waves temperature' 
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FIG. 9. Various stages of pool boiling behavior dUring the quenching a sphere in a subcooled liquid. 

cular \"Uli1~lUll, is on the order of 10 - 5. Clean systems 
normally nucleate when j lies between 10- 33 and 
10 - 13 the method of Lienhard 
values have been calculated and superimposed on 
7 and 8. 

High of quenching of the 
9.04 mm reveal the process leading from film 
boiling to the upper boiling curve. 9 uses 
sketches from frames of these movies to show what we 
see in this process. In the 
of the quench, the film stable, disturbed by 

waves that at the lower 

Our observations reveal that in these 
situations, the system will follow the upper 

as 

curve if it can. When the measured temperature 
is still above the interfacial temperature that the 
subcooled liquid might reach on sudden contact will 
be less than It then becomes for the mode 
of to from film to transitional nucleate. 
Several factors can contribute to an interface tempera
ture below For one the sudden contact of 

will lead to small 

in the interface temperature. More importantly, 
when the wavy liquid draws before con-
tact-there can be very momentary heat re
moval from the The wavy interface can thus 
cause local temperature even in a 

Once momen tary con tact occurs in 
a wetting situation, nucleation will rapidly follow, with 
still greater local cooling. 

The dynamics of such contact are quite com
in the 

patches of transitional 
slightly 

, but we are able to observe it 
movies. 

start to appear on the 

jumps. These 

as is shown in 9. At low 
are accompanied by the 

are to 
averages of film and nucleate transition heat fluxes. 

At low subcooling these patches are clear cut and 
endure. When the liquid is colder the are 

more numerous, they flicker on and off, and cause the 
average heat flux to rise in a more continuous fashion. 
In the less subcooled cases, the film that 

9. 

of the suddenly 
III 
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Ungar's data show jumps in heat flux at all four 
bc()olm2.s. If we nondimensionalize the 

with a modified Jakob number 

Ja 
Pghfg 

then we get Ja 42 at his maximum level of subcool
ing in methanol and Ja 49.6 at ours in 
water (l8°C). The two sets of data are at 
similar Ja's, although the q vs I1T curves differ 
considerably in magnitude. At Ja = 42 and 21, Ungar 
recorded smaller jumps in heat flux at temperatures 

than those the curves in 8. 
[14J describes the behavior to 

the jumps asa 'momentary of the vapor shell 
to the breakdown of the film. This matches our 

visual impression of the momentary transitional nu
cleate boiling patches we saw at our points C 

I t is our contention that the lowest measured fluxes 
for both of the systems represen ted 7 and 8 do 
not necessarily represent true qmin points. The dashed 
lines on 7 show the extensions of the film boiling 
curves that would probably occur if the rapid jumps in 
heat flux were not present Similar extensions for 
Ungar's data are not provided since his data plots do 
not include the observed point C-type shifts that lead 
to averages of transitional film and transitional nu
cleate boiling behavior. 

Stevens noted that transplosion preceded his '3
. Since the silver were highly 

conducting and could not sustain temperature 
the process is, in all probability, 

the movement of the peak heat flux around the surface 
from front to back. It represents a fairly continuous 

of transitional nucleate boiling into con
ventional nucleate boiling, and should probably have 
been called boiling'. 
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The 
Increased flow velocity affects the film and nucleate 

boiling curves in the same way as increased 
but to a lesser extent The effect of velocity is to move 
the qmin point to a temperature higher than This 
gives the same kind of behaVIor as is seen in a 
subcooled system Most data are for rela

low velocities so the effect is not made as 
prominent as it is by (Dhir and Purohit 

likewise observed that the effect of subcooling on 
qmin is much stronger than the effect of velocity). 

The location the minimum 
By now it is clear that qmin mayor may not be 

attainable in either a or 
men!. Two independent sets of circumstances must be 
fulfilled if a system is to leave the film boiling curve and 
go to the transitional nucleate curve, at a temperature 

than that which the hydrodynamic limit 
dictated the collapse of Taylor waves: 

(I) Tho must be sufficiently higher than the tempera
ture at qmiu, to permit the jump, and 

The must wet the heater. 
Let us look at some circumstances in which these 
conditions are, or are not, met 10 shows the 
normal quench of a 1 in. dia. copper in 

Merte and Clark (Similar quenching 
behavior was by Veres and Florscheutz [17J 
who used 0.938 in. dia. spheres in Freon 1H) We note 
that the data suggest a clear intersection above the 
hydrodynamic minimum. Berenson's Runs Nos. 2 and 
3, shown in 2, also show this behavior. Both our 
data (Fig. 7) and data 8) suggest that 

to transitional nucleate occur least 
locally) before qmin has been reached. 

Thus the two 'transition' curve idea serves to explain 
why so many (and 
in fail to reach a plausible qmin value. In the 
light of the two 'transition' boiling curve idea we see 
that apparent local maxima and different 
from the limits, might be reached. We 
propose to retain the terms qmin and qm.x for the 
extrema defined hydrodynamic instabilities. 

Thus, if we move downward and to the left on the 
stable film curve we will reach qmln only if a 
jump to the transitional nucleate boiling curve is not 

first. If a jump is it will define a 
point. The summary paper by Lienhard 

on the hydrodynamic minimum was 
therefore restricted, in its with data, to 
very clean, other-than-quenching systems where such 
jumps did not occur. 

By the same Berenson's data 2, Run No. 
5) suggest that by the transitional film 
boiling curve all the way back to conventional nucleate 
boiling, one might likewise encounter a 
point. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) There appear to be two q vs 11 T 
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o f1PEUCTABJIEHI1I1 "nEPEXOUHOrO» PE)J{I1MA KI1DEHI15I UBYM5I KPI1BbIMI1 

AlIlIOTllUlI1I - DpeMO)!(eHO HOBoe OI1HCaHHe «flepeXOMHOrO» pe)!(HYla Kl1flemll! )!(H,ilKOCTH H3 onpeae

JleHHOH noaepXHOCTH. DOK3JaHO, 'ITO 50c1bUJoe YHCJlO DaHHblX (8 TOM 411CHe H Heony5mlKo8aHHblX) flO 

pa3BllTOMy KJ.meHlHo, KllneHHIO C HeMorpeBOM, KHneHHIO B OTKPblTOM 05beMe H npH Te'feHHH corna· 

cyeTcH c TaKHM nOL\XO,ilOM H MoryT 6blTb 06bHcHeHbi Ha 3TOH OCHose. 06e KpHBble HBnHIOTC5I opo

Jlon)f(eHHllMH KpllBblX nY3blpbKOBoro H rUleHO'fHOrO KHneHH5I 1\ cjJeHOYleHOnOrH'feCKH CB~JaHbI 3THMH 

pe)!(HMaMIL 




